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New CCH Mobile Lets Users Find
Answers On-the-Go
The enhanced version of the CCH Mobile app enables subscribers to gather
information and quickly send it to colleagues and clients.

Aug. 30, 2013

CCH, part of Wolters Kluwer, released an enhanced version of its CCH Mobile app,
enabling subscribers to gather information and quickly send it to colleagues and
clients. The app delivers premier content to users’ Apple, Android and Kindle Fire HD
mobile devices. CCH provides tax, accounting and audit information, software and
services to businesses and individuals.

“Our customers told us they wanted more mobile �exibility in accessing key
information on the �y and we delivered added functionality to meet their needs,”
said Jill Weinstein, CCH Technical Product Manager. “Not only can users tap into all
their research content, but easily share it with others or get a quick copy on paper.”

 In addition to calling up answers on-the-go, users can also share details via email or
social media. Apple users can print documents on the spot using AirPlay printers.
Other new enhancements of CCH Mobile include mobile availability of notes and
annotations and easier state tax research access. Users can now make notes and
annotations on IntelliConnect documents and read them on CCH Mobile. The new
quick tile on the CCH Mobile home page directly takes users to CCH State Tax Reporters
for faster state tax updates and resources.
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